
with  the  other  people  who  work  there.  He  will  explain  if  not

a  worker  or  a  teacher  and  he  will  show  you  all  the  rooms,  you  will

you  understand  something,  you  can  ask  him.

tell  him  who  he  is  and  what  he  does  at  the  center,  he  will  introduce  you

A  psychologist  or  social  worker  will  meet  you  at  our  center

INSTITUTE  OF  SOCIAL  
ACTIVITIES  AND  PRACTICES

With  this  brochure  we  want  to  tell  you about  our  center  
-  what  it  looks  like,  what  kind  of  people they  will  welcome
you  and  what  is  about  to  happen.  We'd  like  this  to  help  put  
your  mind  at  ease.

Our  center  is  child  friendly .



All  
under  one  roof

When  you  come  to  the  
center,  we  would  very  
much  like  you  to  tell  us  how  
you  feel,  what  you  need,  
what  questions  you  have?  
We're  going  to  ask  you  about  
every  thing  that's  going  to  
happen,  what  do  you  think,  
how  do  you  think  it  should  be  
best,  so  that  when  the  adults  
decide  they  can  try  to  comply  with  you.

In  our  center,  we  try  to  work  together  specialists  from  different  intuitions,  so  
that  you  don't  have  to  go  to  all  the  different  places  -  to  a  lawyer,  to  the  police,  to  
the  court,  to  a  psychologist.  They  are  all  here  together.
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In  the  blue  room  which
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It  is  a  special  room  for  children  

where  they  can  tell  stories

what's  going  on  in  court

what  happened  to  them,  

what  they  saw  happening,  and  
importantly  the  police

In  the  center  there  is

to  be  able  to  tell

happened.  In  this  room

the  policemen,  the  judge,  and

of  the  police,  or

everyone  for  whom  it  matters

to  hear  better  what

to  talk  to  a  child  will

asking  you  questions

On  the  other  side  of
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workers,  teachers.

and  support  from
psychologists,  social

In  our  center  you

you  can  get

At  meetings  with  them,  you  can  talk  about  yourself,  your  feelings,  worries  or  

fears.  At  these  meetings  you  will  play,  discuss  and the  most  important  will  be  you.

The  psychologist  does  not  insist  that  you  answer  every  question,  the  conversations  with 
psychologists  are  different  from  the  ones  you  brought  into  the  glass  room.

You  can  talk  to  the  psychologist  about  how  you  feel,  what's  wrong  with  you you  are  afraid,  

what  you  think  about,  whether  you  can  sleep  and  whether  it  happens  to you  have 
nightmares.  

With  the  psychologist  you  can  feel  safe  and  calm.  He  is  listening carefully.

You  can  do  different  things  while  talking,  like  drawing or  to  play.

You  can  share  with  the  psychologist  everything  that  worries  you,  and  he  will understand.

You  can  ask  him  everything  that  interests  you,  or  you  don't  understand  how and  saying  if  

you're  not  feeling  well,  you'd  like  something  to  change.

language  096  30  01  34,  0897  01  13  47

12  "Ivan  Avramov"  St.,  bl.  "Aurora"  #410  Dimitar  Blagoev  Street,  
phone:  0893  36  11  06

i.gechovska@sapibg.orgz.yordanova@sapibg.org

Protection  Zone,  MontanaProtection  Zone,  Shumen

ISDP
www.sapibg.org  

For  contact:

Psychological  support


